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SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

Let wisdom come from any window, and let knowledge come from any door. Our 
windows should be open to wisdom from anywhere and everywhere. Of course, the 
paths leading to evolution may differ and there is no harm in that.  

 
True spirituality means the capacity to serve others,  to be humble, to recognise our 

own faults, to be tolerant and respectful to those who have a different opinion, that is 
the sign of spirituality and never to quarrel in matters of religious opinion. People 
fighting in the name of religion can never be spiritual. How can they be? No religion 
teaches hatred or cruelty. 

 
Spirituality is not a religion. It is beyond religion but it is not in conflict with 

religion. So-called traditional religions are not useless. They have their own value and 
importance but a stage comes when they reach the limit of their usefulness and after 
that spirituality begins. 

 
Spirituality is the science of evolution of the inner quality of mankind which is 

applicable to all people of all religions in the world. It is applicable to those who 
believe in God and also to those who do not believe in God. There may be an 
argument as to whether God exists or not but there cannot be an argument as to 
whether true spirituality should exists in life or not. 

 
There are several paths for reaching the same Truth, and different paths and 

approaches have their own value. The various paths that have developed over the 
centuries for the evolution of human beings have their own truth in them. Just as one 
can enter a town from several different directions, in the same way Truth can be 
realised through many different approaches.  

 
I do not recognise the distinction between various religions. I recognise only one 

religion - the religion of mankind. All men are the same and the skin colour makes no 
difference. Skin and clothes vary according to the geographical conditions of different 
countries. Here, in a tropical country, we wear the dhoti but what would happen if one 
were to wear a dhoti in Canada? There the clothes will be different, but love is the 
same everywhere. 

 
The tradition of Satsang is purely Indian. It is a very ancient tradition and I do not 

think such a tradition exists anywhere else. There are study groups, clubs and 
institutions, but the tradition of Satsang is peculiarly Indian, especially among the 
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Hindus. It originated thousands of years ago, it was developed further and is still  
continuing. 

 
In every religion people have their own sectarian interests. They insist that Truth 

exists only in their own beliefs. We do not agree with this. In my opinion Christians 
are as appealing as Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists or anybody else. I do not find any 
difference. To my mind there are two categories only. All good Christians, good 
Muslims, good Hindus, good Buddhists and good Jains have the same good qualities. 
All bad Christians, bd hindus etc. have the same bad qualities! There are only two 
categories - good and bad - and no other category. 

 
The time has come now for the whole of humanity to realise that all religions are 

losing their value. It is not that there is no truth in religions but that most people have 
misused them. What we are following is not any particular religion. It is spirituality - 
the essence of all religions. 

 
This path of spirituality that we are following is a perfectly scientific path. When I 

say ‘scientific’ I mean, as regards the word and its meaning, that everything in this 
path can be understood intellectually, can be discussed and tested, and the results will 
be there then displayed. There is nothing hidden and no secrecy. The only point is that 
some people may not have the capacity to understand or do certain practices, then, 
naturally, these practices remain unknown. But, as one’s capacity develops, those 
practices do become known.  

 
You can consider one particular scripture as your main guide but you should 

respect all the other scriptures also. The point is that the only differences between the 
scriptures are of approach and expression, while the main gist remains the same in all.  

 
We are human beings and it is only through ignorance that we have divided 

ourselves into sects and religions. Why should we not learn the truest wisdom from 
any source? 

 
There is no need of any ceremony, church, temple, or mosque, because what 

temple, church or mosque can be more beautiful than this temple of the Lord here – 
the open sky, the earth, the light, and the sun? Where could we find a better temple?  

 
People have differing opinions in many areas. For example, some may believe that 

God exists, while others may say that there is no God. There are disagreements about 
the correct food for human beings, the right sort of clothing and the correct moral 
code of living. There are many differences on these subjects. But there is one subject 
on which all people in the whole world agree. The one point on which everyone - all 
races, creeds, religions and languages agree, is that they want to be permanently 
happy. This is the one factor that they have in common. 
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Many questions are asked and one of the most common by people from abroad is 
why, on the one hand, do Hindus hold that God is one, but on the other hand they 
worship so many gods and goddesses? We must be clear about this. In a nutshell the 
answer is that the unmanifested is one and when manifestation happens, the one 
becomes many, and thus there is no contradiction. Because there is multiplicity in 
manifestation, that one energy known as 'God' or 'Divinity,' when it manifests itself, 
takes on various forms which are needed for the uplift and evolution of mankind. 
When we desire to have learning, we worship the same one God in the form of the 
goddess of learning, Saraswati. When we need heroism to protect the country and the 
people from evil and foreign danger, then the same principle, God, the Divine, 
becomes another goddess, Durga, and when we need wealth, which people always 
want very much, then we worship the same God in another form, goddess Lakshmi. 
So there is no contradiction between multiplicity and oneness. 

 
The word ‘yoga’ in Sanskrit is from the root of  the word meaning ‘to unite’. 

Therefore ‘yoga’ means 'to unite and he who is united is a yogi. He is one in whom 
that experience of union has taken place. But to unite with whom? The individual soul 
actually is already a part of the infinite Divine but, because of our individual 
ignorance, our awareness of the oneness remains hidden. This is the problem. We are 
all already united. We are One but, because of our individual ignorance, we have the 
experience of separateness rather than oneness. It is the purpose of this science of 
yoga to find the method of achieving this experience of oneness.   

 
When someone decides to end the separateness from the totality of existence for 

ever and have the experience of limitless-ness, union or oneness, he accepts the 
science of Yoga as the way of life. By 'science' I mean that it is not only as exact as 
the physical sciences, but it is even more exact. In the domain of the physical 
sciences, during the last fifty years, particularly since Einstein, the principle of 
uncertainty has crept into physics. Previously in the field of physical sciences, there 
was a sort of boasting on the part of the scientists that they had postulated fixed and 
certain universal laws. But now this certainty does not exist any more, particularly in 
the sub-atomic world where the principle of uncertainly holds sway. But here in this 
spiritual field we still have certainty!  

 
There are many channels, many paths and many techniques showing how to evolve 

and all have some value and I have nothing to say about them. But we are following 
our own path which is universal and anyone in the whole world can follow it. It is 
common to every religion - Muslim, Christian, Buddhist, Sikh - even to those who do 
not believe in God. Our path is open to everyone. 

 
Even communists and atheists are welcome to follow the spiritual path that I am 

describing. The whole world is welcome because the basic structure of all human 
beings is the same. Everyone wants happiness and peace, and communists are no 
exception. It is fine that they do not believe in God. Everyone believes in peace, 
harmony and happiness, and there is nobody in the whole world who does not wish to 
achieve these states.  
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The Bhagavad Gita is not a religious book like some books in other religions, 
although many Hindus take it like that. It does not contain any mention of rituals or 
ceremonies and all that is connected with religion. To my mind it is the greatest 
sermon for the benefit of humanity at large. In it you will find answers to all your 
questions. 

 
Keep the company of good books, that is books written by realised saints. Do not 

indulge in trivial arguments like – he is a Christian, he is a Hindu, he is a Muslim – 
these are not the important questions of life. All people are human beings. One should 
be magnanimous. All religions have their own purpose and are beneficial. We do not 
criticise any religion.  

 
Orthodox and traditional religions have their own value, and one is free to follow 

them, but they have already done their work. They were not useless, but their work is 
over. Now the age of science and spirituality has arrived. Religions differ but 
spirituality is one for the whole of mankind. Yoga is one. It is a science of inner 
transformation of your very being.  

 
In order to start the real journey towards peace, happiness and love, one has to 

begin at the lowest level. What is that first level? It is the level of sensual enjoyment. 
At this level one has to have discipline. There is no other alternative. In the whole 
history of humanity no one has ever been happy and peaceful, without resisting 
voluntarily the enjoyments of the external world. And nobody will ever be. This is the 
gist of the teaching of all real great saints. The teachings of saints like Christ, Krishna, 
Ram or Mohammed, all agree on this point. This is the real crux of all religions. 
Spirituality is the same everywhere, and does not contradict with any religion. 

 
The spiritual essence, the primary dictate of existence, will come to the forefront. 

When this happens, then the physical part is there, the mental is there and the 
emotional is there, but they behave properly. They all have their places and there is no 
conflict. This is in a nutshell the wisdom of all spirituality of all religious schools. In 
every school throughout the world and in all religions, this is the essence of their 
teaching, and there is a definite science to it. It can be achieved and it is achieved. In 
fact it must be achieved. Unless this happens, life remains a chaos, full of grief and 
misery. One may be the president of a country, one may be a billionaire, but one will 
not cease to suffer grief and misery. When the spiritual part comes to the forefront, 
then grief, misery, pain and anguish have no place in life. In the final reckoning Love, 
Wisdom, Atman, Spirit, Divinity, God, they are names for the same principle. 

 
If you feel liking and love for any great saint or great man on Earth, think about 

him. It will not make any difference whether you think about Krishna, Christ or 
Mohammed. The difference will be whether you have love for them or not, because 
ultimately what Krishna and Christ represent is one final reality. All religions 
ultimately come down to one common Truth. Only low-minded people and politicians 
create differences. The important thing is your faith, love and devotion.  
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Lord Jesus Christ once said: “The kingdom of heaven lies within you.” These were 
very significant words but many people who call themselves Christians, including 
priests and those who are concerned with teaching religion, do not understand the 
meaning. Even if they understand the meaning, there are very few who try to apply 
the principle in their own lives. 

 
In the scriptures of all religions it is written that God exists in the hearts of human 

beings, not in their heads. It is there present in every religion. God exists everywhere. 
The real meaning is that, for realisation the experience happens in the heart through 
love, not through the head. 

 
Once when I was staying in London, I met an older person there who was a 

follower of Christian Science. He was rather obsessed with the idea that this was the 
only method through which people can get assistance or be enlightened. He was 
curious to know if I was a Christian. What reply can you give to such a question? For 
anyone who is following a scientific path it is difficult to reply. The correct reply 
would be: “I am a human being.” He was the sort of man who does not like to hear 
anything that is outside his own conception. I told him that I saw no problem in being 
a Hindu and I had the same respect for Christ as he did. What can one do with such 
narrow-minded people? 

 
For us the real value is that He showed us that path on which we are walking, it is 

His path. The path you are following is the path of Christ, Krishna, Buddha or 
Mohammed. Muslims normally are not ready to admit this but Mohammed himself 
fought against all those same evils. This is the eternal path - the fight of good against 
evil, the fight of Truth against untruth, the fight of love against cruelty.  

 
There is sometimes a lot of misunderstanding about yoga. It is something to do 

with a lack of information. To my mind, people who have a vested interest in 
orthodox religions are sometimes scared of yoga and meditation. They feel that they 
will have fewer followers because people will get converted to other practices. 
However, here with me there is no place for conversion. I say that, if you are a 
Christian, you should remain a Christian and become a better Christian. If you are a 
Hindu, then become a better Hindu. In the same way if you are a Muslim, remain a 
Muslim, and become a better Muslim. All such prohibitions are due to ignorance 
about yoga, and the path we are discussing here.  

 
Spirituality is a science. Science is something which can be understood logically 

by the mind. It is universal and can be applied anywhere. It is the same for any human 
being in the whole world. One is free to follow any religion. In yoga or in the 
Bhagavad Gita there is no restriction on anybody following any particular faith, 
religion or practice.  

 
All have their own manufactured God - all create their own concept of God 

according to their individual ideas. Some say He is formless - simply an infinite 
power – without a body. Some say that Christ is the real God, who never dies. Some 
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say that Krishna is God. There is no contradiction. Whatever concept of God you 
have, you should start from there. What will happen?  When you start, your own 
concept of God will start changing after some time. Some expansion will start 
happening, and a time will come when you will start feeling more and more Divinity 
within you and then your problems will be reduced.  

 
    The spiritual seeker is free to follow any  religion, or not! It is the seeker’s freedom. 
If you find help from here or anywhere else, take that help. The aim should be an 
improvement of the quality of your life. 

 
The real faith is very simple: have no ego, love everybody, try to serve everybody, 

be kind, do not be angry and try to transcend lust. Simple but difficult to achieve. 
There is no need of any ceremony, any church, temple or mosque - the Lord is already 
there in your heart.  

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 


